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Can children…

R Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

Locational
Knowledge

Locate the countries
of the UK.

Locate some
continents and some
oceans.

Locate the countries
of the United Kingdom
and the capital cities.

Locate all 5 oceans of
the world

Locate all 7
continents of the
world.

Locate some
countries in Europe.

Locate countries and
cities which we have
visited or have
cultural links to on a
world map.

Locate some counties
of the UK.

Locate some major
cities in the UK

Name some capital
cities in Europe.

Label a world map
with the equator, and
tropics with regards to
climate.

Locate countries and
major cities  in South
America.

Locate countries and
major cities in North
America.

Use a world map to
explore timezones.

Fieldwork Navigate
around the
school
building
unaided.

Add to a
sketch map
of the
school
grounds/cla
ssroom/out
side area.

Observe
and record
the
weather.

Use a simple map to
navigate around the
school grounds.

Begin to use simple
compass points (N, S,
E, W), directional and
locational language
(near, far, left, right) to
describe both places
on a map and the
physical environment
that they are in.

Navigate the local
area.Take
photographs of
physical & human
features.

Use aerial photos to
label a sketch map of
the local area with a
simple key.

Say whether a
country is north or
south of the equator
using a globe..

Alphanumeric grids
(ABC,123)
N, S, E, W by end of
KS1

Create questions for a
survey regarding work
in Welling.

Sketch maps - keys.
(Think about scale)

Switch between aerial
photographs and
maps to see the
area’s topography.

Use 8 points of the
compass.

Introduce scale and
distance.

Relate distance to
how long it would take
to travel there.

Create questions for a
survey about tourism
in the UK.

Use aerial
photographs and
paper maps to
conduct research.

Use OS symbols on
maps as a key.

Use numerical maps
with numbers on the
intersections.

Note how scale
changes with digital
maps.

Focus on distance
between UK cities.

Create a bar chart to
present data from an
investigation into jobs
in the local area.

Use satellite images
and digital maps
(Google Earth)  to
conduct research.

Use 4 figure grid
references.

Use scales to
calculate distance.

Look at the distances
that some products
travel to reach the
UK.

Create bar, pie charts
or line graphs to
compare data
regarding the local
area.

Use 360 photographic
images and digital
maps (Google Earth)
to conduct research.

Use latitude and
longitude to both plot
& locate coordinates.

Adapt scale to suit the
level of detail required
in their mapwork.

When working on
timezones, consider
the distance between
cities.



Place
Knowledge
(specific)

Explain the weather
patterns of the UK.

Have an
understanding of the
features in the local
area.

Understand the
similarities and
differences between
our location and a
place in a
non-European
country.

Name countries which
are hotter and colder
than the UK.

Switch between aerial
photographs and
maps to see the
topography of an
area.

Understand the
importance of the
River Nile and Mount
Vesuvius to local
settlements.

Understand the
similarities and
differences between
our location and Italy

Understand the key
regional features of
the UK including
major rivers and the
settlements nearby.

Develop an
understanding of
environmental regions
within South America.

Understand the
vegetation belts,
climate and biomes in
South America and its
impact on the world’s
varying climates.

Develop an
understanding of
environmental regions
within North America.

Understand the
similarities and
differences between
our location and a
place in North
America.

Human &
Physical
Geographical
Knowledge and
Understanding
(worldwide,
generalisati
ons)

urban
economic
cultural
political
social
population

Explain how
people adapt
to the
physical
features of
an
environment.

Explain how physical
features can be used
for leisure (seasides).

Explain how human
impact can change
the vegetation in a
location.

Compare

Explain what the
difference between a
human and physical
feature is.

Identify simple human
and physical features.

Explain how humans
have had/can have an
impact upon the
physical environment.

Relate a location’s
proximity to the
equator/poles with its
climate.

Describe how humans
interact with physical
features of the
environment for
example, volcanoes,
mountains, rivers or
valleys.

Understand that there
are different types of
soil and that different
vegetation requires
different soil types
(cacti found in the
desert etc.)

Understand why
volcanic eruptions
and earthquakes
occur and how they
are measured.

Explain how
settlements use the
local landscape and
resources.

Say how humans
work with the water
cycle to provide water
to our homes.

Explain the impact
that human’s water
use has on a local
environment.

Compare the human
and physical features
of two localities and
begin to explain why
they are different.

Understand key
aspects of climate
zones, biomes and
vegetation belts.

Describe where
various resources are
found and/or
produced regionally
and globally.

Name some of the
exports or physical
features of countries
around the globe that
these countries rely
on economically.

Explain why some
countries might be
wealthier than others.

Compare the
landscape in two
locations and how
people use their
landscape for
defence.

Explain why a person
might migrate.

Explain how a
settlement has
changed over time
and give plausable
reasons for these
changes.

Predict what changes
might take place in
the near future.

Compare the
availability of energy,
water and other
precious resources
worldwide.



Key
Geographic
al Qs

How do we celebrate
our cultural heritage?

How are toys different
across the globe?

How do we conserve
plants in the UK?

Why do people want
to live in Welling?

How have habitats
changed in the last 50
years?

Why do you think
seasides have largely
stayed the same?

Why do we think
these cities became
the capitals?

Why was London built
here?

How are some
buildings different
because of local
materials available?

How are the polar
regions changing?

Do you think that all
settlements in Africa
look like this?

How is Welling
changing?

What is a nomad? Are
some people still
nomidc today?

What happens if a
volcanic eruption
occurs today?

How has the River
Nile changed since
the Ancient Egyptian
era?

Why is art different in
different localities?

How do the physical
features in our
environment impact
on well-being?

What resources does
Britain have?

Why do rivers change
so much over time?

Is tourism important?

What makes certain
cities grow so large?

Why do people sing
about the physical
features of their
environments?

Why is Britain so
diverse?

Why did these people
settle in these
regions?

What geographical
tools has space travel
brought to the world?

Why are regions in
South America
changing so quickly?

What are the
environmental issues
that are people trying
to be more mindful
of?

How does the
Olympics affect a
country's income
(GDP)?

Where are charitable
organisations
providing aid across
the globe?

What factors influence
people to migrate?

Why is water and
power distributed in
this way?

How have cultural and
political factors
influenced the
structures of societies
worldwide?

Why is tourism
important in Mexico?

What geographical
cultural features do
we see in portraits?

N R YR1 YR2

Near
Far
In Front
Behind
Left
Right

North
South
East
West
beach
Coast
Cliff
Sea
Ocean
Harbour
Weather (words associated with)
Marine
Habitats

Season
Forest
Hill
Mountain
River
Soils
Vegetation
City Town Village
Factory
Farm
House
Office
Arctic/Antarctic



Vegetation
Seaside
Local Area

Polar Regions
Africa
Materials - different homes?
Settlements (London)

YR3 YR4 YR5 YR6

Volcano
Trade
Hemi-sphere
Environment
Eco-friendly
Population
Aerial
Climate
Atlas
Globe
Italy
Volcanoes
Egypt
River Nile
European Settlers Trade

Settlement
Transportation
Ordnance Survey
Heritage
Tourism
Produce
Resource
Landmark
County
Precipitation
Distribution
Minerals
Rivers
Water Cycle
Roman Britain
UK Tourism
Music around the world (20th C)

Migration
Tropical
Biome
GDP
Equator
Tropics
Sustainable
Land Use
Economic
Landscape
Migration
Trade
Greece
South America
Biomes, vegetation belts, climate

Latitude
Longitude
Greenwich Meridian
Borough
Ecosystem
Migration
North America
Tourism
Africa - electricity


